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Studies suggest that flexible fibreoptic bronchoscopy, when performed through a laryngeal
mask airway (FFB-LMA), have fewer rates of complications and better efficacy. In comparison
to rigid bronchoscopy, FFB is safer for the operator, as it prevents direct exposure to respiratory
tract infections such as Covid-19. Airway maintenance with LMA is uncommon when
performing FFB in Sri Lanka. This study aimed to report the efficacy and peri-procedural
complications of FFB performed through LMA at a tertiary care children's hospital in Sri
Lanka. Data were retrieved retrospectively from anaesthetic charts and bed head tickets of all
the patients who underwent FFBs performed through LMA at the Sirimavo Bandaranayake
Specialized Children's Hospital, Peradeniya. Collected data included age, gender, indication,
duration of the procedure, bronchoscopy findings, and complications, if any. Of the total of
176 patients, the majority were infants and between 1-5 years (33.52% each). The most
common indication was recurrent/persistent respiratory tract infections (57.9%) followed by
foreign body aspirations (21.6%). Clinically significant abnormalities were detected in 87% of
the cases. The success rate of extraction of positively identified foreign bodies was 100%.
Perioperative complications were observed in 4.5% of the patients. Risk factor analysis, based
on multivariate logistic regression, identified the duration of the procedure as a risk factor for
complications (OR= 15.57, p = 0.0011). FFB performed through LMA has good efficacy and
low complication profile in the studied patient sample.
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Introduction
Paediatric flexible bronchoscopy is a routine
procedure carried out to diagnose different
pulmonary
pathologies
and
therapeutic
interventions.1
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Since its introduction in the 1970s, it gradually
replaced the rigid bronchoscopy. Over the years,
the technology and safety profile of flexible
bronchoscopy has improved.
Diagnostic delay or failure to extract aspirated
foreign bodies from airways have led to significant
morbidity and mortality, especially in developing
countries.2 For the extraction of asphyxiating
foreign bodies, rigid bronchoscopy is considered
the mainstay of intervention, compared to flexible
bronchoscopy.3 However, still, there are many
complications and limitations in the use of rigid
bronchoscopy, including higher rates of
desaturation, longer procedural duration, and
limited access to distal airways.4 Most of these
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could be overcome by performing FFB through a
laryngeal mask airway (FFB-LMA). Having a
larger internal diameter, compared to endotracheal
tubes, LMA allows the passing of larger diameter
flexible bronchoscopes and associated ancillary
tools.5 Moreover, convenience to share the airway,
210-degree view, lower shunt fraction thus longer
maintenance of oxygen saturation, lower incidence
of physical trauma and temporomandibular joint
injuries and no necessity of complete muscle
relaxation are advantages of FFB compared to rigid
bronchoscopy. Many hospital-based studies have
evaluated the effectiveness and experience with
FFB-LMA in children.6,7 To the best of our
knowledge, the experience of using FFB-LMA in a
Sri Lankan paediatric patient cohort has not been
reported. Such knowledge is vital to understand the
efficacy and safety of FFB-LMA in paediatric
patient care for improving its current standards.
In this study, we aimed to retrospectively analyse
the efficacy and complications of FFB-LMA in
paediatric patients at a specialized paediatric
hospital in Sri Lanka.
Methodology
The study was approved by the institutional ethical
review committee, Faculty of Medicine, University

of Peradeniya, Sri Lanka. Data were collected
retrospectively from medical records including the
anaesthetic monitoring charts, of patients who
underwent FFB-LMA, at the Sirimavo
Bandaranayake Specialized Children's Hospital,
Peradeniya which is one of the first centres to
perform this procedure in Sri Lanka. All the
patients aged less than 12 years who underwent
FFB-LMA between January 2014 – April 2017
were included. The standard procedure used when
performing FFB-LMA was as follows. Induction
was done with inhalation anaesthesia with
sevoflurane or intravenous induction with propofol
(2mg/kg). Fentanyl (1-2 µg/kg) was given to all the
patients. Anaesthesia was maintained with
sevoflurane and boluses of propofol if needed.
Total intravenous anaesthesia (TIVA) with
propofol infusion was avoided to prevent adverse
effects of propofol infusion such as bradycardia
and hypotension. Intravenous suxamethonium
(1mg/kg) was used at the time of insertion of the
bronchoscope to prevent patient movements,
laryngospasm and bronchospasm. After inserting
the LMA, a dual-axis swivel adapter was
connected between the LMA and the breathing
circuit, through which the bronchoscope was
introduced into the patient's airway. A cut finger of
a surgical glove was used to cover the port of entry

Figure 1.
Dual-axis swivel adapter was used for connecting the breathing circuit and LMA, and the insertion of the
bronchoscope. Air leak was prevented by covering the port of entry of the bronchoscope to the swivel adapter using
a cut finger of a surgical glove. A. Dual-axis swivel adapter illustrating the method used to prevent air leakage, B.
A bronchoscope passed through the swivel adapter and LMA, C. Performing FFB-LMA.
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of the bronchoscope to the swivel adapter to
prevent air leak during the bronchoscopy and
ventilation (Figure 1). Manual ventilation was
carried out to obtain better control and rapid
adjustments of the depth of anaesthesia. Most of
the FFB-LMA procedures were performed by an
ENT surgeon while a few cases were done by
trainees. Following bronchoscopy, LMA was
safely removed once spontaneous breathing
resumed with sufficient tidal volume and the
patient was extubated in deep anaesthesia.
Patients were further monitored with heart rate,
blood pressure, peripheral oxygen saturation
(SpO2), and end-tidal carbon dioxide (EtCO2), and
for complications at the recovery area for at least
30 minutes, before sending them back to the ward.
Data related to patient demographics, ASA grade
(American Society of Anaesthesiologists physical
status classification system), indications, abnormal

findings and interventions, duration of the
procedure, peri-procedural complications (both
intra- and post-procedural) were recorded. Data
regarding the duration of the procedure was
obtained from the anaesthetic charts. Any
deviation from the normal airway was considered
as a clinically significant abnormality irrespective
of the indication for the procedure. Among the
recorded complications, desaturation was
classified as minor desaturation (a drop of SpO2 up
to 90%) and major desaturation (a drop of the SpO2
below 90%).8
Statistical analysis
The efficacy/diagnostic yield, which is the
percentage of cases identified as having a clinically
significant abnormality out of all the FFB-LMA
procedures were analysed considering patients of
all age categories together. Risk factors for periprocedural complications were assessed using
logistic regression analysis. After the univariate

Table 1: Characteristics of the patients and FFB-LMA
Neonates (<
28 days)
9
1:1

Infants
(≥ 28 days
and ≤ 1 year)
59
2:1

2 (22.22)
-

42 (71.18)
5 (8.47)

28 (47.45)
25 (42.37)

31(63.26)
7(14.29)

5 (55.56)
2 (22.22)
-

3(5.08)
1 (1.69)
5 (8.47)
-

1(1.69)
2 (3.38)

2 (4.08)
2 (4.08)

Haemangioma, n (%)

-

-

-

2 (4.08)

Haemoptysis, n (%)

-

-

-

1 (2.04)

Chronic cough, n (%)

-

1 (1.69)

-

1 (2.04)

Persistent wheezing, n (%)

-

1 (1.69)

-

1 (2.04)

Other* n (%)
Duration of bronchoscopy-median (IQR)

15(15-30)

1(1.69)
20(15-30)

3(5.08)
20(15-30)

2(18.36)
30(15-30)

Intra-operative complications, n (%)

1 (11.11)

4 (6.77)

3 (5.08)

2 (4.08)

N
Gender ratio – male:female
Persistent/recurrent pneumonia ±
consolidation n (%)*
Suspected foreign body aspiration
n (%)
Indication
Lung collapse n (%)
H-type TOF-post operative, n (%)
Stridor, n (%)
Bronchiectasis, n (%)

Aged 1-5
years

Aged over
5 years

59
7:5

49
1:1

Post-operative complications, n (%)
1 (1.69)
1 (2.04)
FFB-LMA- flexible fiberoptic bronchoscopy performed through laryngeal mask airway, TOF –
tracheoesophageal fistula, IQR- inter-quartile ratio, n-number of patients, * percentages given within parenthesis
are the proportion of the patients within a given age category.
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analysis, all the considered variables were included
in the multivariate regression analysis. For data
analysis and visualization MedCalc software
(version 19.4) was used. P <0.05 was treated as
statistically significant.

(suspected foreign body aspiration), 75%
(persistent lung collapse), 66.66% (suspected
TOF) and 100% (stridor). Among the patients with
abnormal findings for pneumonia, secretions
and/or mucus plugs were removed in 70.5% and

Figure 2.
Outcome of FFB-LMA and interventions for all age categories. Data are presented under different indications.
Percentages given within the parenthesis are the percentage of abnormal findings or interventions made for the
given indication category. FFB-LMA- flexible fibreoptic bronchoscopy performed through laryngeal mask
airway, FB-foreign body, TOF- tracheoesophageal fistula.

Results
Altogether 176 patients had undergone FFB
through LMA. Of these, the majority (n = 102,
58%) were males (gender ratio of 4:3). However,
the gender ratio varied based on the age category
(Table 1). Most patients were infants (33.52%) and
between 1-5 years (33.52%).
The most common indication for FFB was
persistent/recurrent lower respiratory tract
infection ± consolidation (n = 103, 58.5%)
followed by suspected foreign body aspiration (n
=37, 21 %), stridor (n = 9, 5.1%), post-operative Htype tracheoesophageal fistula (TOF) (n = 6,
3.4%), lung collapse (n = 4, 2.2 %) and
bronchiectasis (n = 4, 2.2 %). Overall, clinically
significant abnormalities were observed in 84.65%
of cases. According to the main indications, the
percent abnormal findings were 93.13% (persistent
/recurrent pneumonia ± consolidation), 68.42%

bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) was carried out in
80% of the patients (Figure 2). Among the patients
who underwent the FFB-LMA to exclude TOF
(post-operative or otherwise), though abnormal
findings in the airway were noted in 66.6% of
cases, none was positive for TOF. With regards to
suspected foreign body aspiration, of the 38
patients investigated, 26 patients (68.42%) had
abnormal findings, and of them, only in 17 cases
(44.73%), foreign bodies were detected. However,
in all 17 cases, the extraction of foreign bodies was
successful. Only 1 case of congenital malformation
was noted where the left bronchus ended blindly
with a sac.
Overall, only 4.5 % of the patients experienced
complications during or after the procedure (Figure
3). Desaturation was the most common type of
complication.
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Figure 3. Peri-procedural complications of FFB-LMA. A. number of patients with and without peri-procedural
complications. B. Distribution of types of complications observed. Desaturation was classified as minor
desaturation (a drop of SpO2 up to 90%) and major desaturation (a drop of the SpO2 below 90%).

Logistic regression analysis was carried out to
assess the risk factors for the development of periprocedural complications. Initially, univariate
analysis showed that only the longer duration of the
procedure had a significant effect. Subsequently,
multivariate analysis was conducted considering
all the variables considered in univariate analysis,
which also showed that the longer duration of the
procedure increased the risk of perioperative
complications by nearly 15 times (Table 2).
Discussion
In an era of increased risk of transmission of
respiratory infections such as Covid-19 from
patients to health care personnel, increased use of
FFB, compared to rigid bronchoscopy, is vital and
safe as the operator is not directly exposed to the
patient's airway.9 The current study showed that the
FFB-LMA has a good efficacy and a lower
complication profile encouraging its widespread
use. Similar to several other studies,6,10,11 the
commonest indication for FFB in the current study
was related to respiratory tract infections, mainly
pneumonia. On the contrary, in the study by
Shirzadi et al., the most common indication was the
extraction of foreign bodies.12 However, we
observed an age category-based variation in the
indications for FFB. However, none of the
comparable studies had evaluated the indications
based on age groups.
Key determinants of the success of FFB-LMA are
its efficacy and the diagnostic yield. Overall,
clinically significant abnormalities were detected
in 87% of the patients in the current study. The

overall diagnostic yield of FFB varied between
studies (54%10, 68.3%12, 72%6, 83.6%7). However,
the method of airway maintenance and the patient
inclusion criteria varied between these studies.
Among the patients with suspected foreign body
aspirations (n= 39), foreign bodies were identified
and extracted only in 17 (43.6%) patients (100%
success). However, airway abnormalities were
noted in 27 (69.2%) cases, and some needed
suction of thick secretions (n=7, 18%) and BAL
(n=5, 12.8%) due to ongoing inflammation. Even
though FFB is endorsed as the procedure of choice
for the diagnosis of foreign body aspirations, the
use of rigid bronchoscopy is considered as the gold
standard for their extraction13. However, a study by
Madkour et al. showed that FFB through LMA
under general anaesthesia is a safe and effective
method of foreign body retrieval in paediatric
patients.7
Naguib et al. showed that complications of FFB
were lower when done with LMA, compared to
other methods of airway maintenance.14 Overall,
complications were low in our patient cohort at
4.5%. However, the classification of the
complications varies between studies making
comparisons difficult. Based on the method of
classification of complications in the study by Blic
et al., in the current study, 1.7% had major
complications,
and
2.84%
had
minor
8
complications. Similarly, in the study by Keskin
et al., major and minor complications were 2.4%
and 5.6% respectively. Multivariate analysis was
conducted to see the effect of certain variables and
risk factors for the development of peri-procedural
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complications. Only the duration of the procedure
was found to impose a risk of developing
complications (OR-15.5). It was observed that all
the FFB-LMA procedures that took longer time
durations to complete had been performed by the
trainees. The procedures done by consultant ENT
surgeon took mostly 10-20 minutes. With further
training and experience of these trainees, the
procedural time and thus the risk of complications
of FFB-LMA could be reduced.
Similarly, a comparable study by Keskin et al.
showed that only the duration of the procedure but
not the age, weight, gender, ASA category, or the
dimension of the LMA were imposing a risk of
developing complications during FFB performed
through LMA.6
As the data were collected retrospectively from
anaesthetics charts and BHTs, it is possible that
certain periprocedural complications, especially
minor complications were not recorded. However,
most of the time, all significant anaesthetic
complications are recorded on anaesthetics charts,
and surgical complications are recorded on BHT.
Therefore, the possibility of missing any
significant peri-procedural complications is
minute. Furthermore, potential errors in recording
the procedural duration could have affected the
analysis as the data were recorded retrospectively.
Conclusion
FFB-LMA is a safe and effective procedure, with
minimum peri-procedural complications, based on
the studied paediatric patient sample in Sri Lanka.
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